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Introduction
Early on January 3, U.S. airstrikes near Baghdad International Airport killed Iranian Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps’ Quds Force (IRGC-QF)  Major General Qassem Soleimani and Iraqi
politician and militia leader Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis, who was deputy chief of the Popular
Mobilization Commission and the founder of the Kata’ib Hezbollah militia. These strikes occurred
against a background of rising escalation between the United States and Iran in Iraq, particularly after
December 27 when Kata’ib Hezbollah, a prominent Iranian proxy, killed a U.S. citizen and pro-Iranian
militia members attacked the U.S. embassy in Baghdad just four days later.

Considered by many to be one of the principal architects of Iran’s extensive regional reach, Soleimani
cultivated relationships with dozens of proxies throughout the Middle East and beyond.  But while
the international focus on Soleimani’s death is warranted, the death of al-Muhandis is significant in its
own right, both due to his role in Iraq, but also in what it signals about what Soleimani’s, and by
extension Iran’s, priorities in Iraq were. In one strike, the United States removed two of the most
critical actors in Iranian regional strategy, and the global audience was left wondering: what is next for
IRGC-QF’s role in the region, particularly its relationships with its partner militias in Iraq and Syria?

The Iranian Response
The fallout from the strike is already reverberating throughout the region, as Iranian Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei has vowed retaliation for Soleimani’s death.  The IRGC-QF commander was a
favorite son of Iran, and, in Iran and other areas, the physical and virtual outcry over his death has
been guttural. Thousands of Iranian citizens took to the streets to protest his assassination,  in part
due to the Islamic Republic’s coordination of a show of support.  Online, sympathizers posted on
Twitter, echoing a call for a “severe revenge” against the United States.  Khamenei reportedly had a
soft spot for Soleimani, favoring him for meetings with foreign dignitaries and giving him considerable
autonomy in constructing Iranian regional strategy,  particularly with regard to proxy
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Introductions
Early on January 3, U.S. airstrikes near Baghdad International Airport killed Iranian Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps' Quds Force (IRGC-QF)b Major General Qassem Soleimani and Iraqi
politician and militia leader Abu Mandi al-Muhandis, who was deputy chief of the Popular
Mobilization Commission and the founder of the Kata'ib Hezbollah militia. These strikes occurred
against a background of rising escalation between the United States and Iran in Iraq, particularly after
December 27 when Kata'ib Hezbollah, a prominent Iranian proxy, killed a U.S. citizen and pro-Iranian
militia members attacked the U.S. embassy in Baghdad just four days later.1

Considered by many to be one of the principal architects of Iran's extensive regional reach, Soleimani
cultivated relationships with dozens of proxies throughout the Middle East and beyond.1 But while
the international focus on Soleimani's death is warranted, the death of al-Muhandis is significant in its
own right, both due to his role in Iraq, but also in what it signals about what Soleimani's, and by
extension Iran's, priorities in Iraq were. In one strike, the United States removed two of the most
critical actors in Iranian regional strategy, and the global audience was left wondering: what is next for
IRGC-QF's role in the region, particularly its relationships with its partner militias in Iraq and Syria?c

The Iranian Response
The fallout from the strike is already reverberating throughout the region, as Iranian Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei has vowed retaliation for Soleimani's death.3 The IRGC-QF commander was a
favorite son of Iran, and, in Iran and other areas, the physical and virtual outcry over his death has
been guttural. Thousands of Iranian citizens took to the streets to protest his assassination,4 in part
due to the Islamic Republic's coordination of a show of support.5 Online, sympathizers posted on
Twitter, echoing a call for a "severe revenge" against the United States.4 Khamenei reportedly had a
soft spot for Soleimani, favoring him for meetings with foreign dignitaries and giving him considerable
autonomy in constructing Iranian regional strategy,6 particularly with regard to proxy
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relationships.  Given Soleimani’s popularity among the Iranian people and the Supreme Leader,
Tehran—already plagued by internal political and societal fissures—will likely seek a strong counter to
demonstrate a resolute, unified response.

The initial response occurred on January 7 when Iranian forces launched a salvo of ballistic missiles
on two Iraqi military bases: Ain al-Assad airbase in Anbar Province in western Iraq and another in the
northern Kurdish capital of Erbil, both of which housed U.S., Iraqi, and international troops.  As of
the writing of this article, no casualties were reported, lending credence to those who have called the
retaliation “carefully calibrated,”  notably as a way for Tehran to save face domestically and follow
through on its threats internationally.  There is additional evidence to suggest that Iran’s retaliation is
not yet complete, though this may be posturing: a senior Iranian military commander on January 9
stated a “harsher revenge” is yet to come.

In the immediate aftermath of the strike on Soleimani and al-Muhandis, Khamenei appointed
Soleimani’s replacement: IRGC-QF Deputy Commander Brigadier General Esmail Qaani. Qaani was
Soleimani’s right hand for the last two decades: he was appointed deputy commander at or around the
same time Soleimani was made commander.  He seemingly has considerable operational
background in Africa and Central Asia, specifically in Afghanistan and Pakistan, and he managed
IRGC-QF’s financial disbursements to various partners.  Some consider Qaani to lack the refinement
and gravitas that Soleimani possessed,  but his experience and capability within the IRGC is
undeniable. Additionally, while it is true that a great deal of Iran’s proxy network in Iraq, Syria,
Lebanon, and Yemen was tied to Soleimani’s personal nurturing,  the IRGC-QF has directorates in
countries in Asia, the Levant, Europe, Africa, and the Americas.  In other words, the overall efficacy
of the IRGC-QF over time has never been entirely contingent on one individual, and Qaani’s
experience in other theaters has undoubtedly prepared him to take control of the organization.
Additionally, although Soleimani’s influence was likely felt throughout the organization, it is an
institution that will continue to operate regardless of who is in command.  These factors, coupled
with Qaani’s close relationship with and ideological proximity to Soleimani, indicate the potential for
IRGC-QF activities to pick up more or less where they left off.

While one should not, therefore, overstate the impact of Soleimani’s death, it would also be a mistake
to suggest this is not a significant loss of capability and experience for the IRGC-QF. Qaani’s
preparation and the institutional nature of the IRGC-QF aside, Soleimani was the architect of Iran’s
regional strategy.  The Supreme Leader and Soleimani had congruent aspirations for the Islamic
Republic’s expanding influence in the region, and much of the present proxy network design is a result
of Soleimani’s vision.  Additionally, Soleimani was central to the network’s success: he was a
charismatic partner to Iranian-sponsored militias in the region, traveling extensively to meet with
their leaders and key stakeholders.  As such, he became an international symbol of the IRGC’s
effectiveness and power.  

Regional Implications
Iranian regional influence peaked in 2018, when Hezbollah solidified control of the Lebanese
parliament, Iranian-backed militias supported Assad’s government in the aftermath of the Islamic
State’s territorial loss, and the Iranian-sponsored militias were integrated into the Iraqi political and
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relationships. 7 Given Soleimani's popularity among the Iranian people and the Supreme Leader,
Tehran—already plagued by internal political and societal fissures—will likely seek a strong counter to
demonstrate a resolute, unified response.

The initial response occurred on January 7 when Iranian forces launched a salvo of ballistic missiles
on two Iraqi military bases: Ain al-Assad airbase in Anbar Province in western Iraq and another in the
northern Kurdish capital of Erbil, both of which housed U.S., Iraqi, and international troops.9 As of
the writing of this article, no casualties were reported, lending credence to those who have called the
retaliation "carefully calibrated,"1O notably as a way for Tehran to save face domestically and follow
through on its threats internationally. e There is additional evidence to suggest that Iran's retaliation is
not yet complete, though this may be posturing: a senior Iranian military commander on January 9
stated a "harsher revenge" is yet to come. ii

In the immediate aftermath of the strike on Soleimani and al-Muhandis, Khamenei appointed
Soleimani's replacement: IRGC-QF Deputy Commander Brigadier General Esmail Qaani.fQaani was
Soleimani's right hand for the last two decades: he was appointed deputy commander at or around the
same time Soleimani was made commander. H e  seemingly has considerable operational
background in Africa and Central Asia, specifically in Afghanistan and Pakistan, and he managed
IRGC-QF's financial disbursements to various partners.13 Some consider Qaani to lack the refinement
and gravitas that Soleimani possessed,14 but his experience and capability within the IRGC is
undeniable. Additionally, while it is true that a great deal of Iran's proxy network in Iraq, Syria,
Lebanon, and Yemen was tied to Soleimani's personal nurturing,15 the IRGC-QF has directorates in
countries in Asia, the Levant, Europe, Africa, and the Americas. I n  other words, the overall efficacy
of the IRGC-QF over time has never been entirely contingent on one individual, and Qaani's
experience in other theaters has undoubtedly prepared him to take control of the organization.
Additionally, although Soleimani's influence was likely felt throughout the organization, it is an
institution that will continue to operate regardless of who is in command.17- These factors, coupled
with Qaani's close relationship with and ideological proximity to Soleimani, indicate the potential for
IRGC-QF activities to pick up more or less where they left off.

While one should not, therefore, overstate the impact of Soleimani's death, it would also be a mistake
to suggest this is not a significant loss of capability and experience for the IRGC-QF. Qaani's
preparation and the institutional nature of the IRGC-QF aside, Soleimani was the architect of Iran's
regional strategy.19 The Supreme Leader and Soleimani had congruent aspirations for the Islamic
Republic's expanding influence in the region, and much of the present proxy network design is a result
of Soleimani's vision.2O Additionally, Soleimani was central to the network's success: he was a
charismatic partner to Iranian-sponsored militias in the region, traveling extensively to meet with
their leaders and key stakeholders. A s  such, he became an international symbol of the IRGC's
effectiveness and power.22 g

Regional Implications
Iranian regional influence peaked in 2018, when Hezbollah solidified control of the Lebanese
parliament, Iranian-backed militias supported Assad's government in the aftermath of the Islamic
State's territorial loss, and the Iranian-sponsored militias were integrated into the Iraqi political and
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security systems.  Over the course of the last few months, a series of protests in these areas chipped
away at Iran’s influence throughout the region. In Lebanon, weeks of protests contested Hezbollah’s
influence.  The dwindling of the Syrian civil war and restructuring of the conflict landscape also
adjusted Iran’s influence in Damascus, forcing Tehran to reinforce its soft-power approach in
Syria.  In Iraq, protests since October have called for the removal of not just Tehran’s influence, but
that of all external actors. Iran and its proxies were initially able to violently counter the
demonstrations,  but that ability diminished quickly as the protests persisted.

Regional Implications: Iraq
In many ways, Iraq is critical for Iran’s strategy in the region, serving as a gateway into Syria and a
physical buffer against Saudi Arabia. Iran has long-backed proxies in Iraq, including the Badr Corps
and the Supreme Council for Islamic Revolution in Iraq (SCIRI),  whose progeny continue to
collaborate with Iran to this day. Since the U.S. invasion in 2003, Iran has strategically backed Iraqi
politicians and proxies to protect itself against a hostile Iraqi government and put pressure on U.S.
troops in the country.  Presently, Iran directly backs a contingent of the most prolific militias in the
Hashd al-Shaabi, or Popular Mobilization Forces, including Kata’ib Hezbollah, Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq, and
Badr Organization, among others.  For example, the IRGC-QF provided a broad portfolio of support
to Harakat al-Nujaba from 2013-2019, including training, weapons, and funding.  During this time
frame, Iranian officials (overwhelmingly IRGC personnel) met with Harakat al-Nujaba roughly 30
times. Soleimani attended about five of these meetings, highlighting the earlier point about his close
relationships with Iranian proxies.

From Iran’s perspective, its reach in Iraq has suffered a setback as a result of Soleimani airstrike, at
least temporarily. This is possibly just as much a result of the death of al-Muhandis as it is due to the
death of Soleimani. Largely regarded as “Tehran’s man in Baghdad,”  al-Muhandis was crucial in
implementing much of Iran’s directives with respect to the Hashd.

Al-Muhandis’ death “highlights Iran’s influence in Iraqi armed groups.”  An Iraqi national, he fled to
Iran after Saddam Hussein came to power and fought on the Iranian side during the Iran-Iraq
War.    Al-Muhandis has been involved in two of the most prominent Iranian-backed militias in
Iraq: he led the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq’s Badr Brigades in the 1990s, and in the power
vacuum after Hussein’s death, al-Muhandis founded Kata’ib Hezbollah.  Notably, he was integral to
the founding and success of the Hashd al-Shaabi.  As Michael Knights wrote, “the central nervous
system of IRGC-QF influence in Iraq is Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis and Kata’ib Hezbollah, which
maintains a stranglehold over most of the key relationships and posts in the PMF
structure.”  Toward this, he was also central to the Iranian-led suppression of Iraqi demonstrations
in October 2019.

Despite this blow to Iranian influence in Iraq, there are other Iranian partners in the Hashd al-Shaabi,
including Qais al-Khazali, the leader of Asa’ib ahl al-Haq; Akram al-Kaabi, commander of Harakat al-
Nujaba; and Iran’s long-time fair-weather friend, Muqtada al-Sadr.  Most notably, in the aftermath
of the strike, al-Sadr reactivated the long-retired Mahdi Army, a group responsible for stoking
sectarian conflict in Iraq from 2004-2008.    Not all are absolutely firm in their partnerships with
Iran, however. For example, al-Khazali has wavered in his support for Tehran on multiple
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security systems.23 Over the course of the last few months, a series of protests in these areas chipped
away at Iran's influence throughout the region. In Lebanon, weeks of protests contested Hezbollah's
influence.M• The dwindling of the Syrian civil war and restructuring of the conflict landscape also
adjusted Iran's influence in Damascus, forcing Tehran to reinforce its soft-power approach in
Syria.25 In Iraq, protests since October have called for the removal of not just Tehran's influence, but
that of all external actors. Iran and its proxies were initially able to violently counter the
demonstrations, 26 but that ability diminished quickly as the protests persisted.

Regional Implications: Iraq
In many ways, Iraq is critical for Iran's strategy in the region, serving as a gateway into Syria and a
physical buffer against Saudi Arabia. Iran has long-backed proxies in Iraq, including the Badr Corps
and the Supreme Council for Islamic Revolution in Iraq (SCIRI),w7 whose progeny continue to
collaborate with Iran to this day. Since the U.S. invasion in 2003, Iran has strategically backed Iraqi
politicians and proxies to protect itself against a hostile Iraqi government and put pressure on U.S.
troops in the country. 28 Presently, Iran directly backs a contingent of the most prolific militias in the
Hashd al-Shaabi, or Popular Mobilization Forces, including Kata'ib Hezbollah, Asa'ib Ahl al-Haq, and
Badr Organization, among others.19 For example, the IRGC-QF provided a broad portfolio of support
to Harakat al-Nujaba from 2013-2019, including training, weapons, and funding." During this time
frame, Iranian officials (overwhelmingly IRGC personnel) met with Harakat al-Nujaba roughly 30
times. Soleimani attended about five of these meetings, highlighting the earlier point about his close
relationships with Iranian proxies.h

From Iran's perspective, its reach in Iraq has suffered a setback as a result of Soleimani airstrike, at
least temporarily. This is possibly just as much a result of the death of al-Muhandis as it is due to the
death of Soleimani. Largely regarded as "Tehran's man in Baghdad,"31 al-Muhandis was crucial in
implementing much of Iran's directives with respect to the Hashd.3z

Al-Muhandis' death "highlights Iran's influence in Iraqi armed groups."33 An Iraqi national, he fled to
Iran after Saddam Hussein came to power and fought on the Iranian side during the Iran-Iraq
War.34 1 Al-Muhandis has been involved in two of the most prominent Iranian-backed militias in
Iraq: he led the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq's Badr Brigades in the 1990s, and in the power
vacuum after Hussein's death, al-Muhandis founded Kata'ib Hezbollah.35 Notably, he was integral to
the founding and success of the Hashd al-Shaabi." As Michael Knights wrote, "the central nervous
system of IRGC-QF influence in Iraq is Abu Mandi al-Muhandis and Kata'ib Hezbollah, which
maintains a stranglehold over most of the key relationships and posts in the PMF
structure."37 Toward this, he was also central to the Iranian-led suppression of Iraqi demonstrations
in October 2019.3

Despite this blow to Iranian influence in Iraq, there are other Iranian partners in the Hashd al-Shaabi,
including Qais al-Khazali, the leader of Asa'ib ahl al-Haq; Akram al-Kaabi, commander of Harakat al-
Nujaba; and Iran's long-time fair-weather friend, Muqtada al-Sadr.39 Most notably, in the aftermath
of the strike, al-Sadr reactivated the long-retired Mandi Army, a group responsible for stoking
sectarian conflict in Iraq from 2004-2008.4° N o t  all are absolutely firm in their partnerships with
Iran, however. For example, al-Khazali has wavered in his support for Tehran on multiple
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occasions.  That said, these connections should mean that Iran still has a direct line to various
proxies in Iraq, many of which control swaths of territory.

Much of Tehran’s reach in Iraq—and the rest of the region—will be determined by how Iran reacts to
the strikes and evolves in its strategy in Baghdad.  In addition to the strikes, the United States
designated Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq (AAH) as a foreign terrorist organization and sanctioned two of its
leaders,    demonstrating a multi-pronged approach to diminish Iranian influence in Iraq, where
and how it can.  The increased attention from the United States and pressure from the Iraqi public to
remove Iranian influence could have implications on how effectively Iran can operate in Iraq through
its proxies. Collectively, these two factors indicate a less permissive environment for Iranian influence
and Tehran will likely need to make adjustments towards its proxy network in Iraq, a challenging feat
given the present policy was decades in the making. For instance, it may be that IRGC-QF officials may
meet with Iraqi partners at secondary locations outside Iraq, making meeting more cumbersome and
difficult to coordinate and more susceptible to operational security failures. Alternatively, it may be
that Iran opts for Hezbollah to act as intermediary between it and its Iraqi proxies, which is more
common in its Syrian strategy, as discussed later in this article. It could also have implications for the
amount of tactical support Iran may provide proxies: training militants and shipping weapons, among
other forms of materials, may be more challenging for the IRGC-QF under more scrutiny from the
United States.

Iran’s continued entrenchment in Iraq has considerable implications for U.S. forces, as the U.S.
military’s presence in Iraq has become more contested since the summer, after a series of U.S. and
Israeli airstrikes on Iranian-supported militias within the Hashd al-Shaabi.  With the killing of al-
Muhandis (an Iraqi official), Washington may have further stoked tensions for the 5,000 and counting
U.S. troops in Iraq, as evidenced by the most recent parliament vote for the expulsion of U.S.
troops.  Even so, the United States has a number of allies in the Iraqi parliament and may be able to
work with them to remedy tensions.  Separately, the U.S. military’s focus on Iranian escalations
could detract from the fight against the Islamic State. A potential removal of troops from Iraq may
create a vacuum in certain parts of Iraq and Syria for the Islamic State to regenerate.    Already,
there is evidence that the pause in U.S. military support during the past month, as tensions with Iran
escalated, has directly impacted Iraqi armed forces’ ability to conduct trainings and operations against
the Islamic State.  Additionally, the contingent of about 1,000 U.S. troops still deployed in Syria
depends on the Americans in Iraq for support.

Regional Implications: Syria
A similar line of thought can be extended to Iraq’s neighbor to the west, where Iranian influence was
probably impacted but not crippled as a result of Friday’s airstrike. Because of its relatively stronger
position in Syria, Iran has more options in the long-term to retaliate against the United States in this
theater.

Iran and Syria have a long-standing relationship, dating back to the Iran-Iraq War.  At the onset of
the Syrian civil war, Iranian support of Shiite actors in Syria was an ideological and geostrategic
endeavor to protect the Assad regime and project power in the Middle East and to counter Saudi
Arabian, U.S., and Israeli influences in the region.  Iran approached this strategy by partnering with
the Assad regime and Russia, while sending in proxies from Iraq and elsewhere.    Iran established
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occasions.41 That said, these connections should mean that Iran still has a direct line to various
proxies in Iraq, many of which control swaths of territory.4

Much of Tehran's reach in Iraq—and the rest of the region—will be determined by how Iran reacts to
the strikes and evolves in its strategy in Baghdad.k In addition to the strikes, the United States
designated Asa'ib Ahl al-Haq (AAH) as a foreign terrorist organization and sanctioned two of its
leaders,43 1 demonstrating a multi-pronged approach to diminish Iranian influence in Iraq, where
and how it can.rn The increased attention from the United States and pressure from the Iraqi public to
remove Iranian influence could have implications on how effectively Iran can operate in Iraq through
its proxies. Collectively, these two factors indicate a less permissive environment for Iranian influence
and Tehran will likely need to make adjustments towards its proxy network in Iraq, a challenging feat
given the present policy was decades in the making. For instance, it may be that IRGC-QF officials may
meet with Iraqi partners at secondary locations outside Iraq, making meeting more cumbersome and
difficult to coordinate and more susceptible to operational security failures. Alternatively, it may be
that Iran opts for Hezbollah to act as intermediary between it and its Iraqi proxies, which is more
common in its Syrian strategy, as discussed later in this article. It could also have implications for the
amount of tactical support Iran may provide proxies: training militants and shipping weapons, among
other forms of materials, may be more challenging for the IRGC-QF under more scrutiny from the
United States.

Iran's continued entrenchment in Iraq has considerable implications for U.S. forces, as the U.S.
military's presence in Iraq has become more contested since the summer, after a series of U.S. and
Israeli airstrikes on Iranian-supported militias within the Hashd al-Shaabi.44 With the killing of al-
Muhandis (an Iraqi official), Washington may have further stoked tensions for the 5,00o and counting
U.S. troops in Iraq, as evidenced by the most recent parliament vote for the expulsion of U.S.
troops.45 Even so, the United States has a number of allies in the Iraqi parliament and may be able to
work with them to remedy tensions.46 Separately, the U.S. military's focus on Iranian escalations
could detract from the fight against the Islamic State. A potential removal of troops from Iraq may
create a vacuum in certain parts of Iraq and Syria for the Islamic State to regenerate.47 Q Already,
there is evidence that the pause in U.S. military support during the past month, as tensions with Iran
escalated, has directly impacted Iraqi armed forces' ability to conduct trainings and operations against
the Islamic State.48 Additionally, the contingent of about 1,000 U.S. troops still deployed in Syria
depends on the Americans in Iraq for support.49

Regional Implications: Syria
A similar line of thought can be extended to Iraq's neighbor to the west, where Iranian influence was
probably impacted but not crippled as a result of Friday's airstrike. Because of its relatively stronger
position in Syria, Iran has more options in the long-term to retaliate against the United States in this
theater.

Iran and Syria have a long-standing relationship, dating back to the Iran-Iraq War.5° At the onset of
the Syrian civil war, Iranian support of Shiite actors in Syria was an ideological and geostrategic
endeavor to protect the Assad regime and project power in the Middle East and to counter Saudi
Arabian, U.S., and Israeli influences in the region.51 Iran approached this strategy by partnering with
the Assad regime and Russia, while sending in proxies from Iraq and elsewhere.n Q Iran established
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several militias in Syria, such as the Liwa Abu Fadl al-Abbas network, to complement Syrian and
Iranian armed forces, including the IRGC.  Even as recently as March 2019, there were reports of
Tehran and Damascus cooperating to form a Syrian militia that would implement Iran’s directives in
the country.  Iran’s activity in Syria provides an avenue for the potential solidification of Iran’s long-
term goal of connecting an air and land bridge from Tehran to the Mediterranean, thereby having a
route to exert influence and equip its proxies.  At the height of Iran’s influence, it was not
uncommon for it to provide multiple forms of support to Syrian groups. For example, in the case of
Jaysh al-Shabi, the IRGC-QF provided various forms of tactical and operational support, including
training, weapons, and funding, from 2012-2015.  In this theater, Iran heavily leveraged Lebanese
Hezbollah as an intermediary. On more than one occasion, Hezbollah established, trained, and
maintained Iranian proxies in Syria.  Lebanese Hezbollah founded two Iranian proxies in the country,
Harakat al-Imam Zain al-Abedin and Quwat al-Ridha.  In the case of the former militia, Hezbollah
also recruited for the group, primarily from the Deir ez-Zor province where the bulk of Iran’s influence
and activity seems to be centered.

Iran’s influence in Syria was solidified in late 2019 after U.S. forces withdrew.  Notably, this led to an
expansion of Iranian entrenchment in northeastern Syria,    both directly and through its
proxies.  Many of the Iranian proxies in Iraq operate and wield influence in Syria,  including
facilitating financial support from the IRGC to Syrian militants and providing educational and
religious social services to local populations, notably in Deir ez-Zor.

Iranian-backed militias in Syria (to include both Syrian groups and Syrian branches of Iraqi groups)
will likely be better able to weather the fallout from the Soleimani airstrike than their counterparts in
Iraq. They may serve as an avenue for Iran to regroup its Middle East strategy. The relative weakness
of the Assad regime and Syria’s geographic proximity to Iran’s regional adversaries—Saudi Arabia and
Israel—could be one way for Iran to project its influence. That said, if Iran must focus on consolidating
power in Iraq (or on conflict with the United States), it may distract from its goals in Syria. If
escalation with U.S. forces continues elsewhere, Iran may struggle to maintain its hold on Damascus,
providing an avenue for additional Russian influence over the country and Assad. It is possible that
instead of direct involvement, Hezbollah may act in Tehran’s stead to maintain the Iranian-backed
proxy network in Syria. As previously discussed, the Lebanese group already has a great deal of clout
in the country and is a formidable partner.

Concluding Thoughts
In sum, it is difficult to know how the Iranian government will evolve its policy to maintain influence
and relevance in Iraq and Syria after Soleimani’s death. In Iraq, Tehran will seek to maintain a buffer
against Saudi Arabia, a pathway into Syria, and a friendly government in Baghdad, which may be
challenging given additional scrutiny by the United States and the Iraqi public. Similarly, in Syria, Iran
will want to keep supporting Assad and actualize the land and air bridge from Tehran to the
Mediterranean to maintain a pathway to Lebanese Hezbollah. With a fractured domestic public and
government in Tehran, it seems unlikely that Iran will do anything to jeopardize its precarious position
in the region. Much will depend on Qaani’s ability to fill Soleimani’s shoes in terms of maintaining
relationships with the proxies.
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There are some signs that Iran’s regional proxy network may not slow in terms of its operations. First,
al-Muhandis’ replacement has a long-standing relationship with Tehran: Hadi al-Ameri, presently an
Iraqi parliamentary official and commander of the Badr Organization, has been tapped as al-
Muhandis’ successor.  Second, the Islamic State may have an opportunity to regenerate if the United
States has to refocus on escalations, however limited, with Iran. Additionally, with the Iraqi people and
government’s growing dissatisfaction with U.S. forces, a potential withdrawal could mean the United
States is no longer able to use or leverage Iraqi military facilities and/or station its forces and assets
there.  This could negatively affect its priorities in the Middle East, notably in countering Iran. Should
the Islamic State continue to be a threat, the Iranian-backed contingent in the Hashd will continue to
be needed in Iraq to secure contested areas and fight the group.  In Syria, where Iran’s influence has
not changed as considerably as it has in Iraq, Tehran may elect to continue its existing policy and
leverage Hezbollah as an intermediary. Additionally, while it is true that a great deal of the proxy
network in Iraq and Syria was shaped by Soleimani’s personal touch,  the IRGC-QF is an institution
and Soleimani has been replaced by an experienced leader.  In short, the proxy war that Iran has
fought in earnest in the region since the inception of the Islamic Republic is far from over, and is likely
just entering a new phase of evolution.

Substantive Notes
[a]  The author would like to thank CTC Director Brian Dodwell and CTC Director of Research Daniel
Milton for their invaluable feedback on previous drafts of this article.

[b]  IRGC-QF is also referred to as Nirooy-e Sepah-e Qods-e (QF) Sepah-e Pasdaran-e Enghelab-e
Eslami (IRGC). This body is primarily responsible for extraterritorial missions for the Iranian
government but has some internal reach. For more information, see “The IRGC Quds
Force,” IranWire, April 9, 2019.

[c]  Some of the content of this article is drawn from an ongoing CTC study by the author. The focus of
this project is Iranian-sponsored militias in Iraq and Syria, the countries on which this article focuses.
This is not to dismiss the importance of Iran’s regional policy in Yemen and Lebanon.

[d]  Sympathizers used the hashtag, “انتقام_سخت” (a severe, or harsh, revenge) threatening U.S. forces
and citizens, using images of rows of caskets draped with American flags, and other related imagery.

[e]  This is partially evidenced from reports about the strike in Iranian state media. The semi-official,
IRGC-linked Tasnim News Agency stated that, “at least 80 Americans were killed” during the attack,
which was completed by missiles with “such a high velocity that American defense systems” were
unable to intercept. For specifics, see “Exclusive: US Base in Iraq Hit by Iranian Fragmentation
Missiles,” Tasnim News Agency, January 8, 2020; “Source: At Least 80 Americans Killed in IRGC
Attack on US Base in Iraq,” Tasnim News Agency, January 8, 2020.

[f]  Alternatively spelled in English as: Ismail Ghani.

[g]  Despite his effectiveness, Soleimani suffered from some mistakes in recent years, such as botched
operations and backing failed political candidates. For more information, see Michael Knights “Does
Soleimani’s Death Matter? Findings from a 2019 Workshop,” Washington Institute, January 3, 2020.
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Substantive Notes
[a] The author would like to thank CTC Director Brian Dodwell and CTC Director of Research Daniel
Milton for their invaluable feedback on previous drafts of this article.

[b] IRGC-QF is also referred to as Nirooy-e Sepah-e Qods-e (QF) Sepah-e Pasdaran-e Enghelab-e
Eslami (IRGC). This body is primarily responsible for extraterritorial missions for the Iranian
government but has some internal reach. For more information, see "The IRGC Quds
Force," IranWire, April 9,  2019.

[c] Some of the content of this article is drawn from an ongoing CTC study by the author. The focus of
this project is Iranian-sponsored militias in Iraq and Syria, the countries on which this article focuses.
This is not to dismiss the importance of Iran's regional policy in Yemen and Lebanon.

[d] Sympathizers used the hashtag, "cl.:,--_vill" (a severe, or harsh, revenge) threatening U.S. forces
and citizens, using images of rows of caskets draped with American flags, and other related imagery.

[e] This is partially evidenced from reports about the strike in Iranian state media. The semi-official,
IRGC-linked Tasnim News Agency stated that, "at least 80 Americans were killed" during the attack,
which was completed by missiles with "such a high velocity that American defense systems" were
unable to intercept. For specifics, see "Exclusive: US Base in Iraq Hit by Iranian Fragmentation
Missiles," Tasnim News Agency,  January 8,  2020; "Source: At Least 80 Americans Killed in IRGC
Attack on US Base in Iraq," Tasnim News Agency,  January 8,  2020.

[f] Alternatively spelled in English as: Ismail Ghani.

[g] Despite his effectiveness, Soleimani suffered from some mistakes in recent years, such as botched
operations and backing failed political candidates. For more information, see Michael Knights "Does
Soleimani's Death Matter? Findings from a 2019 Workshop," Washington Institute,  January 3,  2020.
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[h]  These observations are based on preliminary results of a CTC study by the author examining
Iranian-sponsored militias in Iraq and Syria.

[i]  When al-Muhandis moved to Iran, he changed his name to Jamal al-Ibrahimi, which he kept upon
returning to Iraq in 2003. After his involvement in the 1983 bombings against the US and French
embassies in Kuwait was found out, he fled to Iran once again, only to return after the withdrawal of
U.S. troops in 2011. See “Who was Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis?” Middle East Eye, January 3, 2020, for
more information.

[j]  The Mahdi Army was formally disbanded in 2008.

[k]  The author would like to thank CTC Research Associate Muhammad al-`Ubaydi for his insight
here.

[l]  The author would like to thank Cynthia Loertscher for her insight here.

[m]  The author would like to thank CTC Associate Seth Loertscher for his insight here.

[n]  A recent issue of Al Naba, the Islamic State’s weekly online newsletter, discussed the Soleimani
strike and its consequences for its opponents (seemingly Iran, Iraq, and the United States). For more
information, see Al Naba, Issue 216, January 9, 2020. The author would like to thank CTC Research
Associate Muhammad al-`Ubaydi for his insight here and translation of the newsletter.

[o]  According to Knights, Soleimani suggested the alliance with Russian forces. For more
information, see Knights, “Does Soleimani’s Death Matter?”

[p]  These observations are based on preliminary results of a CTC study by the author examining
Iranian-sponsored militias in Iraq and Syria.

[q]  The author would like to thank CTC Associate Seth Loertscher for his insight here.

[r]  The author would like to thank CTC Director of Strategic Initiatives Don Rassler for his insight
here.

[s]  Various Iranian-supported Hashd militias effectively control parts of Iraqi territory. For instance,
within Baghdad, several militias, including Kata’ib Hezbollah, Saraya Salam, and AAH, Badr
Organization, and Kata’ib al-Imam Ali, share dominance of different neighborhoods and parts of
Diyala province in Iraq where the Iraqi army is stretched thin.
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